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Petition For ·Student Vote on Election Bill
(See F.ditorial Page 4.)

kopf, one of the students- circulating the petition.
All-Student Council is being pe: The requl~ed number of signa•
titioned to place the :Bill on Elecures
depend on total spring
tions before the student body~
enrollment figures, which have not
The bill, expected to be presented
been . released, but will probably
to Student Council next Tuesday,
total
about 4,000.
calls for spring elections ·in Article
I, ·probably the inost important·
The Bill on Elections was first
section of the six-pagr:, six- article placed before Student Council last
fall, but was tabled after partial
measure.
Signatures by .10 p·e r cent of the consideration and action on it was
student body are needed before never re-opened.
"I was very ·disappointed that
ASC will be required to consider
. the bill, according to Fred Stos- the Coun~i~ appeared unconcerned

wm

about seriously ~onsidering the
bill/' said Stoskopf, Great Bend
junior. "The result of tlieir lackadaisical attitude was the bill being
tabled a~d dying; alter only two
articles -were consid.Sred.''

Over 200 students have signed
the petition, as of Thursday morning, a·c cording to Stoskopf. This is
approximately one.half the num..
ber which is expected to be required.
In addition to having spring in-

stead of ·fall elections, the bill calls
for more specific voting regulations
and provides f Qr political parties.
Other articles are on ncnninations,
campaigning and counting ballots.
The petition reads:
"We the undersigned do hereby
petition the All-Student Council to
present this bilJ, entitled 0 A Bill on
Elections" to the student body in a
special election . to be held two
weeks after this petition is presented to ASC."
If the bill passes the election
date will probably be Feb. 23. Two-

thirds approval by the student body ·
will be needed in a special election.
Concerning the Council's atti•
tude toward the ·bill when it wu
first .. presented, .. Stoskopf ..said,
"Several members appeared to re•
sist the idea of change, apparently
operating under the theory that
status . quo
best."
·
"Since the Council refuses to act
on the hill, we feel it should be
presented -to.the-student .body as a
whole for its approval or rejection,
and ask for its support in signing
the petition."
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Profs: ·Cheating ·No-Big Problem,
But It's :Hard to Pinpoint Extent

(This is the first of a two-part a good time while trying to stay would estimate six or eight per
series on cheating.)
in college. He said it's not a. family
cent of my students cheat."
Cheating appears to be the ex- matter. With two students from
·Ted Tow, instructor of journa•
ception, not the rule at FHS, but the same family, one might cheat
lism, said: "In a question of doing
it's something which is hard to pin while the other might not.
right or wrong, it is impossible to
down.
Dr. Sam Sackett, assistant pro- attribute an action to ·one factor.''
That's the . general collcensus of fessor of English: "It's not too
Home values wou]d definitely
seven faculty members interviewed
much of a problem. I probably
this week.
have three or four cases in a se- play a· part as well as the prevaThe cheating scandal which has mester-and I catch perhaps one- lence of an attitude towards cheating _in previous schooling. "Student
rocked the Air Force Academy half of those who do chP~t! so I
cheating is part of ·an inprompted a 99-college survey at
creasing attitude to do whatever
Columbia University, which indiis necessary to 'get by,' ·depending
cated that nearly half of · college
on motivation," he said.
students cheat. ·
Several of the ·professors inter"Whether the 50 per cent esti,·iewed don't agree. Dr. Calvin Harmate is correct, l don't know •••
bin, professor of education, said
it must be a difficult thing to mea•
the Columbia survey is unrealistic
.
.
.
sure," Tow continued. "Some inas far as FHS is concerped
structors make it all too easy to
"l believe FHS ought to have
cheat. The honor system is a fine
. one of the better -?IIPbrds. I've
ideal . . . but 100 per cent adherattended five of the larger univerAbout 1,500 volumes which have ence to ideals is not always realsities, including Harvard and Mis- been 1n Forsyth Library nearly five ·istic or practicat"
souri U., and I don't believe the years are no longer available to
Harold Palmer, associate proproblem is that serious," he said.
students and faculty.
fessor
of music, said: "A lot of
"I've seen a few scandals where
The volumes, a part of the Wardstudents
are introduced to cheating
say, 30 out of 13,000 students were ell Collection, were received from
_ expelled for cheating, and I've been Burtscher Book Store in the · on college campuses. A lot of them
in honors programs and officer spring of 1960 and the college was do it because of a feeling of insecandidate schr..ol and I don't think paying for them as funds became curity. Mainly, it's an attitude of
society which carries from parents
cheating is that big a problem available.
right
on down."
here," Harbin said.
·
Marc CampMll, head librarian,
Cheating is a defect of the indi- said no money was budgeted by the
Dr. Josef Bauer, assistant providual, he continued. The student college this year to continue pay- fessor of language: "There is not
who cheats generally tries to have ments on the collection. so the as much open cheating, at least at
books were returned to Burtscher's. FHS, as in Austrian schools,
Most of the books concerned po- though I hate to admit it." (Dr.
Fees Payment in 2nd Day; litical
science and history. Camp- Bauer taught for 32 years in AusF~II Refund Ends Tuesday bell said about 976 titles were in tria.)
Payment of fees totaling $92 en- the library's general ·collection and"It is definitely the instructor's
ters its second day in the business 277 in the Western collection. Some responsibility to prevent cheating."
office today, with students whose titles had more than one volume, I warn the student the first time
last names begin '1.ith D through so the total volumes exceeds the and the second time I give them a
total number of titles.
H.
"U"~
The college has already paid
The rest of the schedule is: I
"l don't know if students don't
through 0, Friday; P through Sth, $5,500 toward purchase of the colMonday, and Sti through Z, Tues- lection and those which it has dare or don't want to, but I haveday. A through C paid Wednesday. bought remain in the library, ac- n't caught anyone cheating here
yet," he said.
Students who have not paid their cording to Mrs. A. W. Burtscher.
. The complete collection was val•
fees by 4 p.m. Tuesday will be
Miss Monique Thomas, instruc•
vdthdrawn from classes and charg- ued at about $30,000, Mrs. Burt• tor of language, who has taught in
ed $5 as a condition of reinstate- scher said. The books returned to France: "In France anyone caught
her
be sold individually
ment.
cheating must be reported and may
A full refund of fees will be giv- through her store, she said.
be barred from further academic
Campbell said a part of the total work in universities."
en for official withdrawals before
collection duplicated titles which
4 p.m. Tuesday. A one-half fees
"I try to prevent the student.a
refund v.ill be given for official already were available in the lifrom
cJ.:.eating by watching them
brary.
v.ithdrawals uotil noon, March 6.
carefully. It is human nature to
cheat and it is v.;seat to simply
prevent this from happening."

------------Library Returns
1,500 Volumes
To Burtscher's

COACHES NOT ALONE - This effigy of Dr. Lloyd Herren, chairman of the dh·ision of music, was dangling from a tree east of the
Memorial Union early last Thursday morning. Students involved
said the "hanging., was for no specific reason, but only indicated a
general dislike. Herren didn't appear too concerned. In fact, when
contacted for his co-m ment Tuesday he was still unaware of the incident. "It's all news to me," he quipped. "I'm apparently getting up
in the world. If any students· have reasons to discuss the division
of music or my personal conduct, my office is always open and I will
be glad to talk to them."
-

Rupp Report Blasts· Leader,
Seeks Pay for Student Posts

,.
~,
*"'

Criticism of The Leader, support
of a sex symposium aoo a proposal
to pay the AU-Student Council
chairman and President of Associated Students are included in
Student Body President Roger
Rupp's report to ASC.
In the report, which was pre- ·
~nted Tuesday night, Rupp at•
tacked The Leader like this:
"A month and a half ago the
Council was accused-- by the State.
Colle~e Leader for giving monetary aid to a Greek organization
while completely failing to give
any remuneratil)n to an independent organization of greater magnitude. The Leader conveniently
forgot to mention that this "organization" did not even have a
constitution."
A check of LC!ader editorials
rloes not reveal that any such
charges were made. In the Dec. 10
issue a letter to the editor said,
"it seems unfair that organimtions
representing a small proportion of
students should be alloted funds,
while organiuitions with a larger
representation are not."
The letter was submitted after
ASC alloted funds to Interfraternit; Council and refused to gh-e
money to Inter Hall t:oancll.
Letten1 to t~e editor do not
necessarily repret!lent Leader opln•
ion.
Also concerning The Leader
Rupp s~ted, "Maybe I am placing
too much Importance on t.he opinion of The Leader, but we must

realize that our {the Council's)
image can be greatly damaged
through adverse publicity."
Rupp advocated "quick action on
the sex symposium." The plan calls
for a seminar on sex education,
which would be presented by experts in the field.
With attendance on a voluntary
basis, the symposium could be conducted this year if response to it
is favorable.
In
another
recommendation,
Rupp suggested the Council pay
enroJlment fees for the student
hody president and ASC chairman
( Continued on Page 3)

.
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Becomes Men's Hall Next Fall

Agnew Trades Skirts for Pants
Agnew Hall will "trade" 11kirts for pants and
hose for ties next falJ.
After 11 years as a women's residence hall, the
huildin~ ~;11 become campus housing for FBS men
~tudents.
Rea.r&on for the chanJe iR that upon completion
of ;\tdtindes Hall. f acilltiefl for 300 mon women
" ·ill brin~ the total re1'idence hall hotu1in1t for women to llpproximately 800.
With the increase of campus housing for women,
there would be numerous vaancie.s in women's halls
if A1n1ew housed only coeds. This would be the
case if the situation remained static, ba•ed on past
records of applications !or women's on campua
housing. said Ed .Johni:ion, dit~t~r of hoaslnc.

Johnson explained that residence halls are sell·
supporting and must be kept nearly fill~ to meet
expenses.
"The Board of Re~ents has a primary obligation to the purchasers of the revenue bonds issued
under its authority for the construction of residence
halls. The institutions. therefore. are required to
keep their state-owned residence halls full; O<XU·
pied," J ohn!!On said.
Aintw hou!'Ni both men and 1"0men in 1964. and
accordinK to Johruion. the rut1on w~ t.he same:
lack of women's appUcationA.
With the emer5tence of As.me~· as a men's residence hall, housing facilities for men will be boosted
to 41;8.

Dr. Verna Parish, professor of
English, said the faculty never has
nn idea about it as well as the
student does. "I would be very nah·e to say no cheating occurs in
my classes."
Cheatinit falls under the cateitorr of etealinit, It is a human
"""eakneAA, she said.
"An adult (college student) must
take the ramifications of it. The
student may get the immediate
feedback of a high a<:ore, but later
on he may have need for the knowledge and not have it." Dr. Parish
said.
Cheating deri'\'"es from the training in val•Jes of the home. The
school is r.artly responsible for t.hst
set of ,·"lue!', !\he concluded.

·2 State
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Council Passes Two Bills on Committees;
Finance, Government Transition Affected
over of ASC during the period be- ment committee was introduced at ·
tween the ·election of new student the meeting. The object of the comofficers and the time they take mittee would be to assist the FHS
office. This is around Homecoming Endowment Assn. in raising money
for scholarship awards, loans,
each falt
It is designed to familiarize the grants and other student aids.
new student government with the Further consideration is planned.
policies and operations of the old
ASC chairman Jean Oborny ancouncil through joint meetings of - nounced that applications are being
the two groups.
taken from qualified students to
The finance committee bill speci- fill the Council vacancy created ·
fies appointments to the committee --when unorganized-unmarried repand _requires that all organizations resentative . Bud Elliott left camsubmit requests for funds within pus.
four weeks after the election of
The A.SC constitution states that
the new Council.
the vacancy must be filled by a
Requests which have not been person from the same district as
All-Student Council Tuesday se- brought before the fina~ce com- the departing member. Persons inlected 10 delegates to the Midwest mittee chairman will not be consid- terested in filling the vacancy
Model U.N. in St. Louis March 3-8. ered, unless. such action receives should contact Oborny in McGrath
The Model U.N., sponsored by unanimous approval of those com- Hall or the Dean of Students ofDrake University, will give the -mittee members present at the reg- fice.
delegates a chance to participate in ular ASC meetings.
meetings conducted as they would
· The finance committee _has · the
be in the United Nations headquar- right to consider . special requests,
ters in New York.
which usually involve those sub- Adl-·ertising Doesn't Cost, It Pays:
Each school represented at the mitted late.
meeting will be split into two dele- .
&tudent Body President Roger
gations with each delegation repre- ~upp proposed possible F.US memsenting a U.N. member nation. The bership in the Robins Awards for
FHS delegates will take stands on America. The program, for the
issues that might be taken by . - "inspiration of · youth," annually
Yemen and Ireland.
recognizes eight outstanding con.tributors to youth.
Issues to be discussed at .the
A proposal for a student endowmeetings includ-=:
The Jordan Valley water dispute
concerning the diversion of water
from Arab countries by the Israeli
government.
The Cambodian question, an is!: . ·,
for
sue of alleged aggression upon
Cambodian territory by the United
Attendance records for All-StuStates and South Viet Nam. The
dent
Council during the fall semesleacbin1 Enitish to European cllildrea
u.s; has in turn accused Cambodia ter have
been
released
by
Judy
In a castle b fun.
of aggression on South Viet NamSipe,
ASC
secretary.
ese territory by ailowing North
For 11 meetings, the numbe:r of
Viet Namese troops to infiltrate
that country through the Cambod- absences each member has is:·
Bud Elliott, five; Rod Pekarek
ian border.
Also included on the agenda are ·and Lee Taylor, four; Barry Clay,
questions concerning Red China's Jo Anne Murphy and Cheryl Cain,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
membership in the U.N., disarma- _ three; Janet Powell, Rod Clausen,
ment and a permanent U.N. armed Don Herron, Richard Wallgren, , -There are 15,000 summer jobs
still available in Europe and the
f'orce.
Pat Spomer, Jim Birdsell, Larry
American Student Information
FHS delegates to the convention Roberts, Janis Davis and- Darnell
Service is giving travel grants up
are Jo Anne Murphy, Russell fresh- Keller, two; and Dan Rice, Don
to $390 to the first 5000 appliman; Judi Sipe, Denver sophomore; Christiansen, Jon Peters, Larry
cants. Wages range to $400 a
Linda Boschowitzki, Ellis fresh- Michaelis, Jean Oborny and Ann
month for such jobs as resort,
hotel, child care, office, farm, :facman; Connie Anderson, Russell Beeler, one.
tory,
sales and shipboard work.
Those with perfect attendance
senior; Carol Karle, Holcomb
Job and travel grant applications
freshman; Kay Holt, Liberal soph- records are Roger,Rupp, Judi Sipe,
and full details are available in a
omore; Chris Conklin, Abilene Dennis Deitz, Sharon Kemper,
36-page illustrated booklet which
sophomore; Rod Clausen, Kinsley Dave Meckenstock, Marilynn Wilstudents may obtain by sending
senior; Kerry Thalheim, Great son, John Duff and Kerry Thal$2 . (for the booklet and airmail
·Bend sophomore, and Marilynn heim.
postage) to Dept. F,ASIS,22Ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Wilson, Great Bend junior.
The average number of absences
Grand Duchy of Luxembouri'.
Two alternate delegates to the is 1.55 per member.
convention are Fred Bongo, Congolese freshman, and Joyce Dunkel,
Wichita sophomore.
The delegates are requested to
contact Kerry Thalheim, ASC selection committee member, as soon
as possible at Custer Hall, MA 43401.

All-Student Council })assed bills
to form a "student government
·transition committee" and to reor- ·
ganize the ASC finance committee.
The transition committee would
be set up to aid in the changing .

* * *

ASC-Selects
10 Delegat~s
.For Model UN
BRUSH WITH DEATH - Four Great Bend freshmen escaped serious
injury last Thursday when their car collided with a Union Pacific
passenger train at the Elm Street crossing. Hays Police Chief Bob
Maxwell says no fatalities ha,·e occurred at the intersection but that
accideats occur there about every one to 1 H years. A check of recent
years sho.,!VS that besides last week's Jllishap, accidents ha,·e occurred
in October, 1964; January, 1963, and December, '1960.

Avery $40,055 Under

·R8gents' Budget FiQure
All eyes are on the Kansas State
Legislature as fa:r as the 1966 state
college ·and university budgets are
concerned.
Gov. William H. A very last week
recommended to the legislature his
ideas of. what state school expendi- ·.
tures should be for the fiscal year
196f,i.

Avery's
recommendation
for
FHS .is $4,928,673. The amount is
;40,055 ·short of the $4,968,728 the
regents recommended for the operation ~f the college. The regents

Greco Brings

Flamenco Here

A new program of all flamem:o
and gypsy dancing will be presented by Jose Greco and Company
Feb. 18 in Sheridan Coliseum.
This all new format is in response to repeated requests by
American audiences. The troupe
has recently finished a tour in
South America where it was a
great success.
Many of the top names in Spanish- and gypsy flamenco dancing
have been assembled by Greco for
this new · program. Most of thetri
have· · never performed in the
United States.
Ticket exchange for the performance will begin Feb. 11 in the Me-·
mo rial Union.

had allowed a $420,486 incrp,se for
FHS which the budget div!sion had
cut by 58 per cent.
A ·:~ry's figures are still $177,945
ab we the amount tht\ budgest division allowed.
The proposed budget · must still
go before the house and senate
ways and means committees before going before the legislative
assembly.
The following is Avery's recommendations for state schools with
this year's estimated expenditures
in parentheses:
FHS, $4,928,673 and ($4,478,753).
Kansas State University, $26,226,422 and ($24,633,380).
Kansas State Teachers College
of Emporia $6,527,457 and ($6,
041,681).
Kansas State College of- Pittsburg, $5,307,3~2 and ($4,920,656}.
University of Kansas, $26,984,467 and ($24,125,741).
Wichita State University, $6,974,335 and ($5,482,706}.

8 New Foreign Students
Enrolled This Semester ·

Eight new foreign students at
FHS this semester are: Khosro
Sadeghie, Farokh Ben Hakimian,
Abbas, Razeghi, Reza Hayavi and
Moussa Aziz, all from Iran; Cye
Chull Kim, Korea; Johnson
Hwang, Taiwan; and Stephen Yow,
Hong Kong.

* * * .*

ASC Attendance
Released
Fall

15,000 JOBS
IN EUROPE ·

SALE

Nite Owl Sale

The HOng Kong Pizza Palace

Feb. 5th

Featuring

Doors Open 7 p.m.

PIZZA, CANTONESE & Al\-lERICAN FOODS

All winter merchandise up to 50o/c off

Monday Special: Choice of Beef, Pepperoni, Sausage or Onion Pizza,
,vith beverage - $1

Blouses 5% to 50'7, off

Wednesday Special: Cantonese Dinner
With hot rolls, coffee, or tea - only $1

l\lany, 1\-lany Bargains

5 a.m. -

1 a.m. wN!kday"'

DELIVERY SERVICE -

gorl'
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Psych Maior Testsi·~P.ilots'

Hobby ·Opens ·Door at ,·aoei~g

tasks in steady light and with a
By Linda Boschowitzki
l'ed light flashing at five cycles per
Staff Writer
Interest in airplanes has become second, said Ailslieger, who has
more than a pasttime for Ross Ail- had flying an-d parachuting exper- '
slieger-it has opened ·the door to ience.
The results; they're still uncera career.
Psychology m a j o r Ailslieger, tain.
"If indeed the digit span task is
who received his master's degree
last semester, has completed a the- a measure of the higher mental
sis which is closely related to re- facilities, then I can conclude, on
search lieing done at Boeing Air- the basis of the experiment, that
a flashing light and the complexity
craft in Wichita.
. His thesis demonstrates the psy- of a task do not affect one's ability
chological effects a flashing light
has on coordination,· reaction time
and digit span recall of a pilot in
flight.
.
( Continued from Page 1) .
To test these effects, Ailslieger
reduced the problem to a series of during their year in office.
simple laboratory tasks, using 32
Reasons he gave for making
male volunteers from general psy- these paid positions are:
chology classes as subjects. Three .
1. The quality of the students
pieces of equipment were built and running for t~ese positions could
used for testing.
be . increased.
Motor skill, the first · taks, in2. The qua~Hy and quantity of
,·olved controlling an aircraft, repwork would be increased because
resented by the pursuit rotor in the of greater responsibility to the
lab.
Council.
Secondly, a manual reaction testIn his report, he mentioned the
er was used to check reaction time hassle over student court appoint.
and ability of a pilot to respond ments in which last year's Student
quickly to changing ~timulus.
Council approved two courts while
The final task involved the pilot's ability to . think quickly,
measured. by the digit sub-test of
the Wechsler Adult ·intelligence ·
Scale.
Each subject was tested on the

Rupp .Blasts ...

TESTING MOTOR SKILLS - Ross Ailslieger, right, examines
psychology student in his research on pilot· reaction.

,.

Debaters Enter Harvard Meet;
Garner 3-3 Record at Pi.ttsburg
Today
· ., :30 p.tn. S.O.C., :Memorial Union
.-'rairie Room
JV Basketball at Pratt County College
Friday
Noon Faculty Christian Fellow~hip,
Prairie Room
2 :30 p.m. - Wrestling, FHS vs. Neb. U.,
Sheridan Coliseum
·
7 :30 p.m. - Gymnastic~. FHS v~. Wichita
U., Sheridan Coliseum; Hillell Club, Home-

stead Room

Saturday
All Day - Western Kansa.i Reading Conference, Union Ballroom
2:30 p.m. -'-- Wrestling, FHS ~·s. KU,
Sheridan Coliseum
JV Basketball at Bethany College
Monday
12 :30 p.m. - Union Board, Prairie Room
3 :30 p .m. Traffic Tribunal, Prairie

Room

6 :30 p.m. - JV Basketball, FHS vs. Emporia. Sheridan Co\i.qeum
7 :30 p.m. - Blli!ketball. FJIS vs. Emporia
State. Sheridan ColiF.eum ·
8 p.m. - Panhellenic Council, Santa Fe
Room
9 p.m. - IFC, Prairie Room
Tuesday
6 p.m. - Faculty Men, A~tra Room
6 :30 p.m. - IRC, Smoky Hill Room
7 p.m. - Phi Alpha Theta, Prairie Room
i :30 p.m. - WLO, Santa Fe Room
7 :30 p.m. - Sigma Alpha Iota, Homestead
Room
WedneMC!ay
2 p.m. Housemother's Club, Prairie
Room
6 :30 p.m. - Alpha Phi Omen, Prairie
Room
i :30 p.m. - F..conomicq and nu~lneiis Club,
Trails Room

I

r

!

I

:i

There was little time for relaxa•
tion for the Fort Hays State debate squad as tbey opened debate
this semester entering the Pittsburg debate tournament last weekend.
There were approximately 53
schools from 15 states entered v.;th
nearly 166 teams in the debate.
Each of the three FHS debate
teams came out with a standing
record of three wins and three losses. Debate coach Costigan said this
was considerably good as there
was some time span since the last
debate tourney.
The first team of Murray Anderson, James town; and Joyce McMain, Oberlin; defeated Wisconsin
State University, Southwest Missouri State and Northern State
Teachers College, Illinois. They
lost to Northwest Missouri State,
Hutchinson Junior College and
University of Missouri in Kansas
City.
Nancy York, Hoisington, and
Cherri Ruder, Oakley, won over
Kansas State University, Texas

Christian University ang the Uni- .
versity of Houston, · Texas. They
were dovrned by Northern Illinois
State, Steven F. Austin College and
Wichita State Univ_Jrsity.
Connie Leuty; Ellsworth,- and
Doris Scott, Hays, debating for
the first time in a tourney as a
team, defeated Tabor College,
Rockhurst College and Northwest .
Missouri State. They lost to Emporia State Teachers College,
Southern Oklahoma and Northeast
Oklahoma A&M.
The varsity team of Richard
Scott, former Atchison debater,
and Larry Watkins, Garden City,
will travel to Harvard this weekend to enter a tourney in which
schools from all over the United
States and Canada participate.
There are approximately 100-11_0
schools from 25-30 states participating in the Harvard debate.

(Across from Post Office)

MA 4-9987

• • •

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
(Across from Campus)

MA 4-9929

Zenith TV for '65
12" Zenith Portables from $119.95

16" Zenith Portables from $129.95

The
Selettion Is Complete For That
Valentine Diamond

19" Zenith Portables from $159.95
;--

/

From

.,./

KUHN'S

ROBERTS TAPE RECORDER

Private Diamond Room;i
So Service or Carryin2' Charge
}fays & Russell

St('rE"o - - With :\likN and Tap~

$229.95

rtlodel 16.'30

Zenith 8-Transistor Pocket Radios from $16.95

Hays Music Co., Inc.
ilO )fain

•

MA 4-3418

.

this years' Council appi-oved none,
he said. For this problem Rupp accepted any blame.
Rupp also mentioned "improper
voting for a chairman" which caus•
ed a second election, stress oii some
individu·aJs and "resulted in adverse
publicity for the Council"
This comment 1eferred to a reelection for ASC chairman, in
which Jean Oborny replaced Bud
Elliott.
"I would think that this Counc,1
should find a way to eliminate
some of the pitfalls of next year's
Council. The proper tools are now
in our hands if we will just 'implement them," he stated.

- VARSITY
BARBER . SHOP

Hays Music Presents

I

to perform intellectually,'~ .• fitates
Ailslieger.
·Bunt he adds, "Much 1n01:e work
needs to be done in this ,.rea before I can reach any concre~ conclusions."
·
It looks like that . work ;will be
done, Ailslieger; 27, baa_ be-,n .hired
to work at Boeing and, beail\S his
job som~time this ·montlt.: Be will
use more elaborate equipment . and
continue research dealing with the
human factors in flight .
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·_:Brewings

Commissioners' Action Refuted

Johnson Informed p·ublic

On a basketball call to an area
By Jerry Demel
newspaper recently, the reporte~
- News Editor
on the telephone asked how "the
One week ago today the Hays City Commission, in a move that will
old guy about 30 did?"
long be . remembered by college and community citizens, fired City
"What old guy," I asked.
"The one about 30 that's an eleC· Manager Jerry Johnson.
Johnson had served 17 months after replacing Harley Lucas, another
trician and has all those kids."
"We don't have anyone like that man who had reportedly suffered a similar "pressurized resignation" at ·
playing basketball," the conversa- the hands of Hays City Commissioners. ·
tion ended.
·
"Lack of communication" is the ·reason given by the commissioners
It was decided he was talking for the firing . . Failure-to carry out the commission's wishes on hiring ,
about Dave· Jones, a7, who has , and .!iring seems to be another reason.
In my associations with Jo-h nson while ·doing reportorial work for
worked as an electrician and has ·
two children. Jones played football. both the Hays Daily News and The Leader, I found communication to be
one of his strong points. Foresight is another. I considered him to be
Some of my faTorite sayings, completely honest and above board in all dealings.
which _.you may have heard ·before:
Considering the public he serves, his office was always open to the
"Where would this great country news media for informing the 13,000 citizens of Hays-not just a
of our be without its land?"
handful. ·
.
''Never trust a smiling dog."
Plans, policies and ideas flowed in logical one, t;wo, three order in
"Ants never sleep."
the typical news interview. Questions brought straightforward, un"Think fried rice!'
evasive answers in terms he knew the public would understand, as well
"Foul, but true.''
as any others. Details and statistics were always close at hand.
· "Care for a drink?" "No thanks 1
Foresight was evidenced in his pushing the civic center planning and
I just had a banana."
in recognizing future water and utility problems.
"The bad hungaries, bad _stupids,
When I first came to Hays a few years ago, I saw a small town
bad tireds, etc."
with small ideas, small businesses and a small college. _ More recently
"I feel low enough to milk .a
had- noticed a growth-in population, ideas an_d _planning. Much of the
short _c ow standing up."
latter two areas I attribute to Johnson's city management.
"I'm nervous as a long-tailed
In a recent college-community panel, he "communicated," more than
cat in a room full of rocking adequately, ideas which he thought would be good for both the college
·chairs."
and Hays.
"It's better to be well for two
Communication, then, is not a problem for· Jerry Johnson. His
weeks than sick for two years!'
.common sense and conversational tone are more than adequate for
"Flunk now, avoid the rush lat- relating his good ideas. Hee's· a quiet man with a loud echo. Hays's
_er." .
ioss ";n be someone else's gain.
"She may be ugly, but she has
buck teeth!'
"There is nothing more beautiful
that a beautiful girl; certainly not
a bird."

* *· * *

At the Union, check for $1 worth 95c.

Union Coins. New Policy

When you cash a $1 check and only get ·95c you're
riot getting your money's worth, to say the least.
But that's the situation at the Memorial Union under
the recently changed check-writing policy. The reason
for this revision, according to the Union, is that the M.U.
Board and the administration feel a nickel "is needed due
to the amount of checks cashed each day." This amount
is 150 to 200.
·
.
.
"The cost of .labor in cashing checks and totaling
them each day will not be covered by these charges, but
it will help defray expenses," continued the policy statement.
This appears illogical because: ·
_ 1. Assuming 150 checks are cashed daily (the quoted minimum), the Union will receive at least $52.50 per
week for this task.
- 2. Although civil service employees cash and total
most checks, part of it is handled by students at 70c an
hour. Even allowing for the .cost of paper, mailing, machine use, etc., we fail to see how cashing checks could
cost over $50 a week, especially .when someone is needed
at the information desk anyway-and usually doesn't
appear to be swamped with work.
Also, and as. important, this is a service which students and faculty have a right to expect.
Another revision in the check-cashing policy is charging a $1 returned check fee-and we support this change.
The need for this policy is exemplified by the fact
that the M.U. now has about $50 in bad checks on hand
and have had as much as $200, according to Jerry Rutt-man, Union director.
.
When a bad check is returned, the individual is notified, and if he is a student his grades may be withheld if
it is not made good, Ruttman said.
He said the Union considered discontinuing cashing
checks, but decided not to since no other place on campus
pi:ovides this service, including the business office.
A check fund may be established in a few years,
which would provide funds for this purpose, stated Ruttman-and the money to start it could be the nickels now
being hauled ·fu.
We'd rather have the nickels.

Petition Deserves Vote

After suffering one setback when All-Student
Council tabled indefinitely the Bill on Elections, pushers
of the measure are trying another approach.
A petition signed by at least 10 per cent of the student body-if the quota is reached-will be presented to
the council as a mandate for letting the entire student
body decide the issue.
The bill-which advocates spring instead of fall elections, opens the door for political parties and strengthens
voting regulations-should be placed before the student
body.
If it isn't it may mean taking the question of whether
the Council has the right to refuse special elections to
Student Court. This point is not clear in the Bill on
Bills, according to Fred Stoskopf, a circulator of the peti-

tion.

The Leader urges ASC to approve the special election, and students to express their desire for it by signing
the petition.

State College
Leader
'
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* * * *

I'd like to commend the cheer~
leaders for showing up in uniform
at Friday night's wrestling match,
but criticize them :for not being in
full force when the · Tiger cagers
traveled to Emporia. That about
evens things out and · leaves us
where we were, wherever that was.

* * * *

Quote o! the week: "Not since
the New Year's . brawl in Tommy
Drum's saloon has the city of Hays
been in such a damn mess."-Norman Brewer.

KU Laundry Room Life
Brings Unusual Visitors

.
(ACP) - The 23 girls who have
their living _quarters in laundry
rooms because of temporary overcrowding are adjustin~. reports
University Daily Kansan, University of Kansas, Lawrence.
But one of them, Bonnie Ward, a
senior, has this complaint: "The
girls keep coming into my room to
wash their f~et in my big sink." -

Put Old Horse to Pasture,
Pick ASC in Spring---Lettet

Dear Editor:

to know who the candidates are,
what they represent and it ·will
The time has come to apply the force the candidate to run on isold principle of putting an old sues rather than on personalities.
horse to pasture. The "old horse" The passage of this bill will proI am referring to is the system of _ vide us with the foundation to have
fall elections which has been used good, effective student government
for the last four years at FHS.
and leadership which at the present
' The results of the fall elections time we are sorely lacking.
has given us a campaign of personDennis Leiker
alities instead of issues and an allHays senior
student council which has done
virtually nothing constructive or Union Schedules Work
newsworthy.
There is a petition being circu- By British Artists
A sampling of prints by British
lated to present a new election bill
to the student body for a vote. This artists "'ill be on exhibition in the
bill will immensely improve stu- Memorial Union upstairs gallery
dent government at FHS by pro- Monday continuing through Feb.
viding for preferential voting, clear 28.
On loan from the Department of
procedures for candidates to f alArts and Sciences of International
low and spring elections.
In essence, spring elections v.;11 Business ::\tachines Corp., the 32
allow £he new council members to prints in the collection represeent
become oriented so that they will seeral printmaking techniques, inknow exactly what is expected of cluding etching, lithography and
them and what procedures to fol- engraving.
Among the artists are Sir Muirlow right from the beginning of
'..1ead Bone, Henry Rushbury, Nevil
their terms.
This gives the student body time Shaw and Henry Trivick.

Dr. Groesbeck on Reading:

Aggressiveness, Flexibility Needed
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second of two articles on keys to
good reading and common problems studentB encounter in becoming good readers.)
Aggressiveness and flexibility
are keys to good reading, says Dr.
Hulda Groesbeck, director of FHS·s
reading service.
And she has the evidence to
prove it.
By stressin~ these practices,
students who take the college's
eigh~week reading improvement
course add an average of 100 words
a minute to their reading rates.
Comprehension increases an average of 33 per cent. Last !all, 300
students voluntarily enrolled in the
non-credit course.
Dr. GroeBbeck defineA aatatreMive
readinat u "reading to find out
11omethin,r."
"Too man;- student re.ad material just ~use it's assigned," she
sa;-. "With that attitude, the; gain
very little."
The aggressive reader directs his
whole attention to his subject matter, she explains. lf he's intensted
in the subject, attention is easily
maintained; if he isn't it must be
aroused by setting up an immedi-

ate purpose beyeond that of passing the course.
Often a question suggested by
the main topic of the assignment
ma; trigger the initial interest.
Then, once attention is gained, concentration is essential.
Countering the popular notion,
Dr. Groesbeck 11ays "some students
need to 1,low do1'·n rather than
speed up their reading rate."
"A person can't rend everything
at the same rate," she says. "The
J?Ood reader speeds up on easy
material and slows down on the
more diC!kult. He's flexiDle, he's
able to shift gears."
Dr. Groesbeck consideTS r eadin~
rRtes meaningless unless comprehension is fisrured, too. A 400-~·ord
-per-minute rate is worthless if the
student doean 't comprehend, she
explained.
In teachin5r aistreAAiTeneM, the
,iervice adTi,ie,i students to 1111r.ey
material before be,tinnin5r to read
to condition Rladenl'R lhinkin5r
about !l~ific information.
~nat are the most common harriers college-age readers face?

"Attitude

is

the

first.."

Dr.

Groesbeck sa;s emphaticall;. Poor
readen usually don't enjoy reading,

and usuall;- we find their dislike
was formed before age 12 when
the,· nre:e learning to read.
Another block, she says, is "sub\·ocali zing."
Eff kient readers look for ideas,
not word11," she exµlained. ''They
are mind-reader", not word-readers.
and 5,ro direct!)· from printed word!l
to the thou2hts they convey.
"But the person who vocalizes is
forced to read word-by-~·ord. Ha
can't possibly ~o beyond 2i5 words
per minute--nnd most can't go that
fast," she said .
A third block to ~ood reading.
Mys Dr. Groesbeck, is a limited
vocabulary. Extensh·e word know.
]('d~e is chATRcteri11tic of a good
reader.

Thou~h

student.a never
pa!!~ the :l0O-word -per minuU!
muk. Dr. Gr~1ibeck has had sorr~
who have ~one Rs high as 1,400
words. Each llemester, fonr or fi~e
!ltudent."I usually top 700 words per
minute.
The FHS reading- center, established in 1958. not only of!en help
to college !ltudent.s, but also makes
diaJ;rnostic e\"aluatif'.'.~s and o!lers
tutoring for any Western Kansas
youth or adult who requests such
semce.
many

•
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Industrial Arts Group
·To K.C. on Field Trip
a

PLANT IDENTIFICATION TEAM - These FHS
botany students will represent the college in the
American Society of Range Management plant
identification contest in Las Vegas, Nev., Feb •. 8-12.
From left are Jim Ochs, Utica; faculty advisor
Harold Nagel; Clyde Goodman, Beeler; Dale Kirk-

ham, Valley Falls; and Norman Bamberger, Jetmore. The students have heen working since
early October to learn the characteristics of the
167 most important economic range plants in the
United States. Se,·eral of the specimens they're
studying are on the table.

· CIC Art Show
To Open Sunday

In Davis ·Hall

,·.

Formal opening of the second
annual CIC art show will be from
3-5 p.m. Sunday in the Davis Hall
lounge and gallery.
All fh~e schools in the CIC will
· be represented, with 12 exhibitions
from each school. Examples of
painting, sculpture, drawing, ceramics, jewelry and silversmithing
will be displayed.
·
Certificates of recognition will
be given to the outstanding exhibitor in each category. Dr. Helen B.
Davis, assistant professor of art
at Colorado Women's College, Denver, will judge the show, which continues through Feb. 25.
FHS students participating in
the show are: Kathy Hamel, Cuba;
Warner Ryan, Concordia; Harriet
Becker, La Crosse; Louise Pickering, Little River; Gary Wingfield,
Clay Center; Tom Thornburg, St.
Louis, Mo.; Dale Ficken, Bazine;
Jim Vandergriff, Dodge City; and
Conrad Chlumsky, Hays.

Thirty-two Industrial Arts Club Lowell Johannes, Salina senior·
members will make a trip to Kan- Richard Wunder, La Crosse senior;
sas City Friday to visit the Frank Delbert Martin, Tribune senior·
Paxton Lumber Co., and the Gen- Francis Weers, Seward senior'.
eral Motors assembly plant
Stan Smith, Garden City senior;
The club members will leave .,t Ken Beal, Hays senior; Don Witte,
2 a.m. aboard the college bus an.! Great Bend senior; Bill Breer Solo.
will return at 8:30 that evening.
mon Junior;
Robert Pruter, ' NatoThose making the trip are: Dick ma freshman; Ralph Nordman, 01White, Dighton junior.; David Rob- mi tz senior, and Larry Garner, St.
ertson, Montezuma junior; Jim John senior.
Deason, Great Bend junior; Wally
Wiechen, Wilson junior; Lee Scott,
Rozel sophomore: Ken Depper- Guest Spea~er Will Talk
schmidt, Park junior; John Sweat,
On 'Lite~ature-Religion'
Cedar sophomore; Bob McKinney,
Dr. Carrol McLaughlin, associate
Le\Vis senior; Bob Wagner, Bison
professor
of English at Baker Uni. graduate; Larry Jenisch,. Claflin
graduate; Kent Nolletete, :Monu- versity, ,vill be here Saturday, Sun.;
ment junior;
_ day and Monday for a seminar in
Allen . Roberts, Shields senior; "Lih•rature and Religion."
He will talk on "Literature: Clue
Larry Adams Jr., Hoisington sophto
Man's Religious Situation," at
omore; Ronnie Oliver, Satanta jun1
:30
p.m. Saturday in the Memorior; John Bandel, St. Fr~ncis senial
Union
Astra Room.
ior; I.arry Michaelis, Utica junior;
Sunday
he will speak at the ·
Francis Thorpe, Liberal senior; ·
Methodist
church
in the morning
Jim Flummerfelt, Hugoton gradu·
and
at
a
joint
meeting
of · the
ate; LaVern . Melton, Concordia
.
church
groups
Sunday
evening
_at
graduate;
the
'Baptist
church.
He
wilr
speak
Conrad Peterson, Garfield sen- ·
ior; George Steele, Salina senior; at a faculty luncheon Monday.

I didn't think Charlie was that kind of guy...
He's - Yes,

always been I know.
sort of a, Wide ties,
well, .wide lapels
you know what. and all.

That car
he's driving
tonight. .•
bucket seats,
carpeting,
console,
vinyl trim,
big VB.

FrankJy, I
don't think
he can
afford it.

Yes,

_

who does he think
.he's going
to impress?

Hi,

Charlie.

Students Give $950
In Endowment Drive
FHS

I

(

students

donated

nearly

half of what they gave in the

1964 spring enrollment to the Endowment Assn.'s "pass-a-buck"
campaign during last week's enrollment.
Contributing $948.20, the amount
compares to $1,862.76 given in
spring, 1964. With $1,306.69 donated this fall, the total dropped
nearly $400 below last year's donations.
The drop occurred because "the
students just weren't giving," said
Mrs. Elaine Hubbard, secretary for
the association.
All funds are divided between
the National Defense Loans and
the United Student Aids funds
which arc used in obtaining hometo\\-n bank loans for college students.
They are matched by a ratio of
$9-$1 !or National Defense loans
and S12.50-$1 for Student aids.

Photos Tell Story
Of Union Progress

••·•.,·, ..
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The story of' the union movement
is depicted in photoin-aphs and copy
in the exhibit which is currently on
di~plar in the ~f emorinl 'Union
lonnge.
Beginnin~ u-ith the Orlord and
Cambrid~e debate societies, the
"union'' was actually a proin-am,
and the union as we know it today
evolved only as the bnilding to
house the program.
The display Is on loan from the

Assn. of College Unions.

5

It's Oocfge Coronet. And frankfy, Charlie can afford it. So can you. Coronet. The hot new Dodge at a new lower price.
Coronet 500 spans the following as standard equipment alhirr,1 interior. front bucket seats. fun wpet,ng.
padded dash. directional signals. backup fights. defure wheel covers. center ~le. 273 cubic inch VB.

'65 Dodge CarCJnet
See all the new Dodges on display at your nearby Dodge Dealer's.

- - - - - - - - - - - - W A T C H "THE BOB HOPI SHOW,• NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL L I S T I N G . - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Three Plays To Be Cast
At Tryouts Monday

Gab· Sessions

Spur Interest

In

Humanities

Employing a new idea in casting guidance of Mr. Tilbury, will preat FHS, the speech and drama de- sent two offerings by MacLeish on
By Shari Forbes
partment will hold tryouts for the April 22 and 23. "The Fall of a
Society Editor
entire semester of plays, rather City" is a narrative poem exempliPersons
en()o,ved with a g-ift of
than select actors befere each in- fying ..Americans' .. reactions.. to
gab
and
a
sharp
appetite for stirn•
dividual production ..
World War II. specifically conulating
discussion
are findin~ a
Anyone interested in acting may cerning London, Berlin and Hiroweekly
outlet
for
their
interests;
try out at 7:30 p.m. Monday and shima.
With
a
view
to
the
arts
such as
3 :30 p.m. Tuesday in ·Picken Hall.
"J.B.," which the Readers will
literature,
music
and
fine
art,
Ji°m
room 111.
present only excerpts from, is R)l
Vandergriff,
Dodg-e
Cit.;graduate
"We felt we could get a better . adaptation of the Biblical Book of
o\·erall view of the talent a,·ail- Job in 20th century thinking. It student, has started · a series of
able,'' said Leon E. Tilbury, as- was written while MacLeish was Thursday night meetings at his
~fstant professor of speech.
attending Harvard and is consiu- Wooster Place residence.
The meetings begin at 8 p.m. and
Harriet Ketchum, in ·charge of . ered his finest work.
last
till the last person leayes, US·
drama, stated, "We would like to
Students of the play directing
ualJy
about three hours later. Each
have anyone who is interested in course will·present several producweek
a - topic is picked for the
acting ·try out. This isn't· just for tions at a one-act play festival on
next
meeting's
discussion.
drama students."
May 9.
Topics
under
discussion
ha,·e been
The first ,vork which will be pre,.
"The
l\lerits
of
Painting
as
Opp ossented is "The Affected Young
ed
to
Sculpture,"
"\\.hat
is
.-\rt '?·•
Ladies," by Moliere, scheduled for '
"The
Academic
Situation
of
Art.' '
March 11 and 12. The play, which
and
"Photography
as
nn
.-\rt.
~led,vill be directed by Miss Ketchum,
ia.''
concerns two sisters who spurn
Vandergriff started these mt:d.Alpha Kappa Lambda recently
their true loves imd are subjected
.
ings
because he feels that tiwre is
field
active
services
for
14
men.
to ridicule and run out of town.
"somewhat
of a lack of kno\·;ledg e ·
They
are:
Mike
Moser,
Larned
The Readers' Theater, under the
freshman; Randall Baxter, Abilene on the part of artists as to what
freshman; Dennis Swayze, Coi<l- is going on in their fields."
"~Ieetings of this type help these
water sophomore; Michael Sullivan, Phillipsburg sophomore; Teny people to expand their knowledg-c
;\I0IDJO:\'~ ORG.\~IZE - .\ club for members of the Mormon reliStaab, Hays sophomore; Arden- in many areas. They also ~et. a
gion hns been org:anized at FHS. The group will meet at 4:30 p.m.
·schoeni, Athol sophomore; Ralph chance to Terbalize 11hilosophies
~Hry T\wrs day at the )lemorial l"nion. Present members are: back
Smith, Wichita junior; Art Riedel, and opinions and disco,·er what
row. from left-Hkky :Hills, \'ice-president; Harold Nagel, . faculty .
Sorority Open Rush is in fuli Hays junior; Larry Westhoff, l\Ior- others' viewpoints are," he said.
sponsor. and Allan Altschuler, branch pres.ident and church sponsor.
Average attendance at the meetswing this week, and bids ,vill be rowville freshman; John KreighFront row--~lkkey Schmidt, president; Barbara Faulkner, publicit:r
baum, Olathe freshman; Denni~ ings has been about 12. ~Ian)· submad~ and accepted Friday.
t'hairman: J oan Schmidt, ,,·anda McClur1ar, secretary-treasurer.
Rush got under way Sunday with Hupfer, ,Russell sophomore; Jerry ject matter areas have been lli5the Scholarship Tea, during which Michels, Bunker Hill sophomore; cussed, including psycnology, all
Dolezal, Eaton Recitals
time scholarship plaques were Eddie Johnson, Hugoton junior; forms of art, literature, teaching 'Tortilla Flat' Slated
awarded to sororities and roses and Leon Maxson, instructor of and music.
s·et Tonight in Coliseum
Ar.yone ir.tere~!ed in this type of
were presented to five soro:-ity journalism.
S11cncer Tracy. J ohn Garfield
The following six men were ac- discussion is il:vited to attend.
nnrl H ed:,.· Lama rr star in the Unwomen who received all A's for the
Linda Overton Eaton, Jetmore
. first semester.
·
tivated into Phi Sigma Epsilon:
i1m movie "Tortilla Flat,'' to be
senior, and Joe Dolezal, Hays senshown nt 7::~o p,m. Sundav in the ior, will present a recital at 8:15
Mrs. Kent Morgan, National Bob Young, Ellsworth freshman;
:'-fc:1w1;;il l."r:i ~;n Gold Roo:;1.
PanheHenic Conference Area Ad- Glenn Simmons, Hays freshman;
tonight in Sheridan Coliseum.
viser, was -guest speaker. Her topic Steve Schlegel, Hays sophomore; SNEA To_Meet Monday
)!rs. Eaton will give her recital
r he ll!O\'i c> . t.tl:en from Steinwas "Sororities Are a Life-Time Terry Reynolds, Grainfield sopho~
The S1':EA meeting will be held
he,:k
's
no\·el.
is
a
jo,:ial
\·iew
of
tr.E:
in
piano and Dolezal -will present a
Contract."
more; Lambert Miller, Catherh.e at 6 p.m. :\londa)· rather than ,it ~hi:~tl «.."\ ~:j
,·ocal recital.
·
Twenty-five rushees were pres- freshman; and Alan Hayes, Hays 7 p.m. as was previously announ cent at the tea.
freshman.
ed in last week's Leader.
Read Leader Classifieds

AKLs, ·Ph~ Sigs.
·Activate Pledges

Sororities Bid
o ·n Rushees Friday

'

Introducing . • •
Elizabeth Stewart
Beach Party
Swimwear «Excel/ante,,
The -two most "talked-about" Swimwear lines in America a re now becoming the
"topic of conversation" in Hays among feminine beach1ovcrs.
To keep yourself informed ... make it a point to Yi:-;it our Svdmwear department.
Your early selection will guarantee you the most ins:,irational
~·.·:im attire
.
.
.You have ever
witnessed.
You are invited to use our Lar-away Plan
pina- ... You'll be glad you did.

for early . . . more complete shop-

'cf~he
1102 :\lain

for ladits

.
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AKL B Team Sneaks Past Smash Kearney, Ft. Lewis
Sig Ep Second Unit, 51-47 Wrestlers Up Record To 9-2

.,

Gerry As·chenbrenner's 27 points
sparked the AKL (B's) to a 51-47
IM cage win over the Sig Ep (B's)
~- in Organizational (B) league a~-

•··1tion.

The AKLs led from start to finish in the contest, holding leads as
high as nine points. Despite a
fourth quarter Sig Ep rally, which
closed the gap to within two points,
the AKL edge couldn't be overcome.
The AKL's defense created frequent Sig Ep miscues during the
first period and the victors offense

utilized that ach'antage in posting
u -H'-11 lea<l at the horn.
AKL cont.rolled both boards to
·limit Sig l'.:p offensiYc attempts,
while the winners picked up close
buckets in pushing to a 31-22 halftime margin.
Closely trailing- .Asll<.'henbrenner
in AKL scodng were Rieh Brainard with la and Jim Spicer with
7 points.
For the losin~ Sig Ep squad,
high man was Dennis ·King with
13 points. Roger Bechtel netted 12
points and Jim Johnson added
eight to the final count.

Cubs Travel To Pratt;
Crushed ·99-6 l b·y Hornets

Tiger

· Fort Hays State's junior var.:.
sity basketball squad, still seeking
its first season victory, meets Pratt
County College today at Pratt:
Coach Wendell Liemohn's Tir.er
cubs opened their cage season ear-

FHS, Hays Schools
Sponsor Reading Meeting

FHS and the Hays public schools
will sponsor a Wes tern Kansas
Reading Conference Saturday in
the Memorial Union.
The program will begin at 9:30
with Dr. A. Sterl Artley of the
University of Missouri as guest
speaker. Approximately 220 persons are expected to attend the
-conference. Subjects of _the addresses will be "Some Significant Issues
in the Teaching of Reading," and
,,:: ;Selecting Materials for a Balanc. · ed Reading Program."
_ _

.,

~- .\·'
.

I

Test: 2 Years, No Grades

Freshmen at the ,California Institute of Technology will receive
no grades for tpe next two years,
according to a recent Associated
Press story. During the experimental period students will know
only whether they passe_d or failed
each term.

Classified
Ads
-.-------------w
ANTED -

MA 4-3108.

•

Gymnasts Challenge
Wichita U. Friday
Fort Hays State's gy-mnasts,
coached by Ed l\IcNeil,
see
their first action of the Spiing semester when they meet Wichita
University at i:30 p.m. Friday in
Sheridan Coliseum.
An earlier mett with Wichita
was scheduled for the Tigers, but

""ill

lier this year against Pratt County
College, with .F'HS b-.>in;; dub'ueJ
the first of four defeats, 110-82.
. In a preliminary game at Emporia Saturday night, FHS's junior Val'sity was jolted for ·· ·the
fourth consecuth·e time: !Jf1-Gl by
Emporia ·s jay\·ees.
The yet um·ictoriotts Tiger cubs
waged a strong- battle during- the
opening stanza. erner~rng- with u
41-41 tie. Yet in St','Olid lrnlf activity Emporia .hricke<l at FH~. usir:.ga torrid 6G.i per cent scoring attnck as the bas il· weapon.
E-State's offensi\"e bombard. ment, coupled with the Ti;.rers· cold
second half shooting- ( lG.i per
cent) spe-lled FHS's defeat. Leading the Bengals" futile battle were
Dick Shogren with HJ points and
15 rebounds, and Terry Kruse witi1
16. Guard Tony Haas <lrille<l r.ir. l'.
Hig-h for Emporia wa s

Fort Hays State's wrestlers put
their impressive 9-2 dual record on
the mat this \Veekend again st two
members of the Big Eight Conference.
Friday at 2 :30 p.m. the Tigers
square off against Nebraska University and Saturday, also at 2 :30
p.m., they challenge the -University
of Kansas. Both meets will lie held
a Sheridan Coliseum.·
"Xebraska should be about as
tought as K-State. (The Wildcats

j!:nior

forward LanT Elliott who connected for 33. S~oring- 15 points each
were l\Iike Harris anrl Tom Coffoy.

nosed FHS 21-11 for one of its two
losses earlier this season.) Their
130-pound wrestler, Rich Allgood,
is about as good as you'll want to
come up against," stated Coach
Dave Winter.
Winter added, "We have improved and should have· a strong lineup
against Nebraska, but the fact that
we don't have a regular heavyweight wrestler will hurt."
After a 20-day mid-term layoff, the Tigers swept through two
home duals last weekend. Ft. Lewis, Durango, Colo., fell to Winter's .
grapplers 19-11, and Kearney
(Neb.) State's Antelopes we_re
whitewashed 30-0.
The Tigers without a regular
heavyweight, were forced to for-feit that division to Ft. Lewis.
However, against Kearney, Charles
Toedman, who had been competing
at 177 and 191 moved up to the
heavyweight bracket
Vic Lyczak, normally competing
at 157 and 167, moved up to the

Wt' had trouble getting a squad
t og-ether for fall competition, and
the contest was postponed until
now.
··The:;'11 be tough even though
they .didn't compete last semester,"
said Gary Cooper,_Tiger co-captain.
··We have lost several meets, the
p::st few months. so actually we'll
he meeting
on
about equal
grounds. "
Sporting a two-three re~ord thus
far, the Tiger g:,-mnasts will meet
competition every weekend up to
the :-:..\IA Gymnastic Champion· · ships scheduled for l\Iarch 19 and

Results:
FHS 30 and Kearney (Neb.) State 0.
123 Lee Albert, · FHS, pinned Walt
Gricith.s, 2 :43.
,
130 - Don Keller, FHS, outpointed Tim
Hunsberger, 7-2.
• .
137 - Glenn White, FHS, outpointed Lyle
Gerhardt, U-0;
.
147 - Dob Brown. FHS. won by forfeit.
157 - Rich lsernhagen, FHS, out1>0inted
Gary K~ley, 3-2.
167 - Bob Ruda, FHS, outpointed Dean
Miller, 4-0.
Iii LJ·czak, FHS, pinned Milt Dahl•
gren, 1 :58.
Hwt. - Toedman, FHS, outpointed Mike
Inselman, 10•2.

FHS 19, Ft. Lewis 11

123 Smith, 4·0

).,

Two meets are slated for the
Ben g-a!s the weekend following the
\\'iri1ita contest. On Feb. 13, the
~-ymnasts meet Colorado State Uni\'ersit\· there for a dual meet, then
tra\·el· to the rniversity of" Mexico for competition.

Ann's February Sale·
Sweaters
Shells

~,2 Price

Wash 20 cents

Dry 10 cents
Dry Cleaning 8 tb $2.00
~1 Loads $1.00

Drop-Off and Finish Laundry

Skirts
Taper Pants

See Attendant

Pressing
or

Do-It-Yourself Ironing

Round The Clock
Laundroinat
w.
. !20

9th

Just 3 Blocks From The Campus

>Iain at !:3th

)

:--uits

....

ft.'.·

{l.
B:-.

Top('oats

Sportcoat11

Rainwear

JackeL"
~eckwear

~hirb!

/ ( ·:

Jdds-S-Ends

...:.,,,... . .

SEE YOC AT ...

Fashion Center for Gentlemen and Their Ladies

t1~:~~t:t,,~:~t:,~,~~~~m;·~-ic.·,..:_:f~~d i#it6 A(~ ..!'t,JRPOSE' lOTIOt,

Harkness Store

outpointed

~o.

"~e extend an invitation to you ... to take advantage of the fabulous
prices on our famous brands from the most fashionable stock of
men's clothing in this area.
·- . .:··,

FHS,

Mel

13i Stormy Johnson, FHS, outpointed
John Baughman, 6-2
147 - 13ill Ramsey, FHS, outpointed JIISll.
Campbell, 9-0
157 k.emhai.?en, FHS, lost to Jim
Hin~. 3-~
.
•
167 - Lyc:z.ak, FHS, pinned Mike Russell,
6:39
177 - Toedman, FHS pinned Jerry Wotowey. 2 :20
Hwt. - FHS Cor!eited to Ron Helland.

4-5536.

r

Albert,

Dry Cleaning ·and.Laun4ry

Ironing men's shirts.

FOR SALE - 1956 Triumph TR-3.
Priced to sell, $350. MA 4-5826.
MUST SELL - Tuition calls. Ford
"T" Bucket, '53 Olds VS, Olds
running gear. Runs good, looks
sharp. Make reasonable .offer
over $250. Gary Thompson, ~tA

177-pound class to fill Toedman's
vacancy. Both responded with
sound victories as Lyczak pinned
his opponent in, 1 :58 and Toedma.n
won ·a 10-2 decision.

Coin-Op

\Vinter Jr. Dresses
Choice 87.98 or 2 for $15.00

7
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-·lchabods Throttle Past Tigers;
FHS_ .Crushes Emporia,.74-60

T.JIINCLADS CLAIM LOCKER ROOM - Coach Alex Francis' thinclads enjoy the comforts of their own locker room upstairs in the ·e ast
stadium of Lewis Field. The Tigers recently moYed into their new
quarters after nine years of -sharinK a locker room with other FHS
athletic teams.

Cereal Box Era· Ends - - Locker' Ro<?m Boom Begins
By Gary Kisner
Sports Editor

Happiness is a locker room of
your own. At least Coach Alex
Francis and his track squad must
feel so.
After nine years of sharing locker room facilities with fall football,
spring football · and wrestling
teams, the track squad has moved
to new quarters, much to the satisfaction of all concerned.
"We used to have the locker room
by ourselves," Francis said, "but
nine years ago football moved in,
followed closely by wrestling and
more recently spring football. With
all that football equipment around
there just wasn't room enough to
share."
So if the mountain won't come
to Mohammed, then Mohammed
must go to the mountain. And
that's what the thinclads did, when
they inherited 70 lockers built upstairs in the east stadium at Lewis

IJ

Field.

f.•
,,

\

',
:i

Of the numerous advantages to
the new quarters, Francis cites the
obvous addition of &!lace, a projection room and check room as the
principal improvements.
"We formerly used my office for
showing track movies, but now we
have a fine projection room," Francis beamed.
"Four upstairs classrooms in the

Tennis Meeting Monday

east stadium will be especially useful during the FHS Relays," Fran·
C!S said. "Previously some compet.
ing athletes were forced to dress
in their busses, but the added
rooms solve that problem." _ ··
The head mentor thinks the now
non-existent loc·ker room problem
was worst during the cross country seeason. "The squad had little
available space and used Post
Toastie boxes for its equipment,"
Francis said.
Naturally there is one minor
drawback-the showers are located
downstairs.
Yet the thought of a reoccurrence of the days of fighting bulky
grid equipment and utilizing cereal
boxes erases any discomfort. Yes!
Happiness is one' own locker room.

Hall-time score: -Washburn 45, Fort Hays
rn·o ved to a - commanding ten-point
Washburn 'University tackled
32.
lead. In the · closing two minutes
FHS Monday night in a battle lor
Paced by the best individual per- of action FHS shifted into high
undisputed first place in the CIC
hardboard loop at. Topeka. After formance this season, FHS rolled gear, pulling away by the final 14the smoke of conflict had cleared - past Emporia State 74-60 Saturday point. margin.
- E-State's offensive spark was
the Tigers limped home, suffering night at Emporia.
Tiger center Cleat Doyel direc- provided by forward Dennis Smith
the results of a 95-75 thrashing.
· Yet the Tigers, who dropped in~ ted FHS's offensive onslaught, and captain Bob Goldsmith with
to a third place CIC tie with a·2-2 pouring in 31 points and snaring 18 · ·17 and 20 points each. Don Scott
mark, are far from out of the con- rebounds. Other "spokes" in the added 16 to the final Emporia talference race. Coach Cade Suran's Tiger "victory wheel" were reserve ly. .
FORT HAYS STATE (74) - Locke 3~-2;
Bengals play three of their last guard Jerry Maska and captain
Johnni'e Locke.
Ma.ska 6-0·1 : Billinger 1-2-2: Schur 4-0-Z:
four games at home, where only
Doyel 13-5--4; Strait 0•0-2; ~rstner 3-2·4;
ska aided the attack by com-_
Totals : 30-14-li.
Southern Colorado has topped them ' Maff
h b
h
h
. EMPORIA STATE (60) - Wendel 0-0-1:
mg o . t e enc to mes 12 coun- Stanzon 1-0-2; Rose 1-1-4: Scott 1-2-0:
this season.
s-1-2; Smith 9·2-4 : Edwards 1-0The Ichabods rebounding power ters, popping in six of seven field Gold.smith
4
• Totals: 2i-6-17.
was a vital factor in the margin goal attempts. Locke flipped in 11
of difference. Washburn out-re- points at key stages 'of the con- . Half-time score: Fort Jiays State 36, Em·
paria 28.
bounded the Tigers 56-23 and con- test.
The Hornets were unable·to consequently FHS received only 67
field goal attempts while Wash- tend with FHS•s carom strength.
Charles , Thresher
The Tigers dom4nated both boards,
burn fired 77 volleys.
receiving
a
52-49
rebounding
edge,
A balanced scoring attack paced
Appliance Service
the Ichabods to a commanding 45- while becoming the first team this
season
to
out-re_
b
ound
Emporia.
,
32 intermission advantage. The
E-State, which gathered a brief
Bengals kept close- largely on the
We Ser\·ice All Makes
G-0
lead, was stunned by a strong
efforts of center Cleat Doyel, who
Refrigeration
netted 16 points in the initial stan- Tiger blitz. Coach Gus Fish's
charges relinquished the lead at
za. _
Air-conditioning
Following half-time,
Suran's 22-20 for keeps and FHS marched
Laundry equipment
charges switched from a zone de- . to a 36-28 intermission edge. ·
In
the
second
stanza
the
.Bengals
f ense to a man-to-man full court
Phone 4-2287
.press. The result was partly suc- survived a Hornet upsurge, which
tightened
the
score
at
36-32,
and
cessful, as FHS closed the gap to
49-45, before a mass of mechanical
miscues. enabled 'W ashburn to put
the game out of reach.
•••
Leading the Bengals were Doyel
with 30 points, his second straight
game in the 30 mark, and Johnnie
Locke who added 12 counters.
Four Ichabods scored in double
figures with junior Ron Ford receiving 22. The Tigers record now
stands at 7-10:
Eat In

••
•

FORT HA\' S STATE (i5) - Schur 1-2-2;
Gerstner l·0-1 ; Doyel 9-12•:?: Locke 4--4.3;
Billini:et 3-1·1 ; Maska 2·-l·-l; Strait 3-2-2 ; ·
Andregg 1-0-l ; Erlich 0-2-0; Royer 0·0-1 ;
Gi\'ens 0-0-0.
. Totals: 2-l•2i-li.
WASHBUR:-- t:~IVERSITY ( 95 ) - Ford
10·2-S ; Nelw n ·-l·l·l: Gibb 4-0--l: Hibbard
4-2-4·; Hendrix 5-5·2: Shipstead 5-4-3 ; Doui:•
la.~ 2·2·3 : Ten penn>· 1-0·4 ; Bien 0-1-0;
Parne 2-2·1 ; Gray 1-0-0; Linde ll 0-0, 0.
T otals:

d
·~

t

Intersection

Primary topic at the meeting
will be the discussion of a practice
schedule.

To Play

It Pays To Advertise in The Leader

Guitar or Banjo

STUDENTS' CHOICE
FOR
QUALITY PORTRAITS

MA 4-9930

..Quality Reigns
Supreme"

,,,.m

Learn

LIVE BETTER ...

ELECTRICALLY

QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS :
George Kay, Chuck Thomas and Jim Bestgen

Hea.dqaArters

For All

:t

Photographic Equipment

t,.

East of Highway 183

Tennis Coach Malcolm Applegate
announced that a specia l meeting
for anyone interested in varsity
tennis is scheduled at 4 :30 p.m.

•i

k

One-half . bl0<:k

7 4-60 crushing dealt them Saturd ay at Emporia.
Las t Saturday's FHS and Emporia contest b egan a nine-day
s pa n of CIC inactivity for Coach
Gus Fish's charges, which
terminate with the Tiger game.
The ma n to stop on the E-State
squad is captain . Bob Goldsmith,
wh o poured in 20 points against
the Tigers. Forward Dennis Smith,
who na iled li counters, v.ill also
pose a threat to Bengal prospects.

Monday.

Delivery

3S-l !:1°2, .

Hornets Test Tigers Monday
In Crucial Conferenc.e Contest
A rematch of FHS 's duel last
Saturday eevening with Emporia
Sate is slated for 7:30 p.m. Monday, when the Tigers host the
Hornet roundballers in Sheridan
Coliseum.
E -Stat e has post ed a total sea son r ecord of 6-10 and is currently
p erched on tthe bottom rung of
the CIC la dder with a lowly 0-3
mark. The Hornets will be out to
sting the Bengals by avenging the

· Carry Out

Ekey

Studio

Finest of Photographs
'•

.

F or All Your t. uitar a nd Ba njo ~ttd~

Hays Music Co., Inc.
710 )lain

H ay!!

Central Kansas Power Company

